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Abstract. In informal mathematical usage we often reason using lan-
guages with binding. We usually find ourselves placing capture-avoidance
constraints on where variables can and cannot occur free. We describe
a logical derivation system which allows a direct formalisation of such
assertions, along with a direct formalisation of their constraints. We base
our logic on equality, probably the simplest available judgement form. In
spite of this, we can axiomatise systems of logic and computation such
as first-order logic or the lambda-calculus in a very direct and natural
way. We investigate the theory of derivations, prove a suitable semantics
sound and complete, and discuss existing and future research.

1 Introduction

The theory of equalities t = u is perhaps the simplest of all foundational logical
theories. Informal specification of logic and computation often involves equalities
with binding and subject to conditions about freshness. For example:

• λ-calculus: λx.(tx) = t if x is fresh for t
• π-calculus: νx.(P | Q) = P | νx.Q if x is fresh for P
• First-order logic: ∀x.(φ ⊃ ψ) = φ ⊃ ∀x.ψ if x is fresh for φ

and for any binder ζ ∈ {λ, ν,∀}:

• Substitution: (ζy.u)[x 7→ t] = ζy.(u[x 7→ t]) if y is fresh for t

It is not hard to extend this short list with many more examples.
In the equalities above there are two levels of variable; x and y are variables

of the system being axiomatised, we call these object-level variables; t, u,
P , Q, φ, and ψ range over terms of that syntax, we call them meta-level
variables. Unfortunately these equalities are subject to freshness side-conditions
which make them something other than ‘just equalities’.

Ways have been developed to attain the simplicity and power of the theory
of equality between terms. For example we can work with combinators [1] or
combinatory logic [2], cylindric algebra [3], higher-order algebra [4] or higher-
order logic [5]. Roughly speaking: combinatory approaches reject object-level
variables entirely; cylindric approaches also reject them as independent syntactic
entities but enrich the language of term-formers to regain some lost expressivity;
higher-order approaches model the difference between the two using a hierarchy
of types. These approaches do not permit a direct representation of the two-level
structure which informal syntax displays in terms such as λx.t or ∀x.φ.



In this paper we describe Nominal Algebra. This is a logic based on equal-
ity which embraces the two-level variable structure by representing it directly in
its syntax. Informal equivalences can be represented as axioms almost symbol-
for-symbol. For example the equalities above are represented by:

• λ-calculus: a#X ` λ[a](Xa) = X
• π-calculus: a#X ` ν[a](X | Y ) = X | ν[a]Y
• First-order logic: a#X ` ∀[a](X ⊃ Y ) = X ⊃ ∀[a]Y
• Substitution: b#X ` (ζ[b]Y )[a 7→ X] = ζ[b](Y [a 7→ X])

Here a and b are distinct atoms representing object-level variables; X and Y
are unknowns representing meta-level variables. Each equality is equipped with
a freshness condition of the form a#X that guarantees that X can only be
instantiated to a term for which a is fresh. The rest of this paper makes this
formal.

In Sect. 2 we introduce the syntax of nominal algebra. In Sect. 3 we define a
notion of derivation. In Sect. 4 we define a notion of validity, and in Sect. 5 we
prove soundness and completeness. Sections 6 and 7 discuss related work and
draw conclusions.

2 Syntax

Fix a countably infinite collection of atoms a, b, c, . . . representing object-level
variables. We shall use a permutative convention that a, b, c, . . . range permuta-
tively over atoms, so that for example a and b are always distinct. Also, fix a
countably infinite collection of unknowns X,Y, Z, . . . representing meta-level
variables. Fix term-formers f to each of which is associated some unique arity
n which is a nonnegative number. Assume these collections are disjoint.

There is no proper sorting system so it will be possible to write ‘silly’ terms.
There is no problem in principle with extending the system with a sort or type
system if convenient, perhaps along the lines of other work [6, 7].

Let π range over (finitely supported) permutations. So π bijects atoms
with themselves and there is a finite set of atoms S such that π(a) = a for
all atoms not in S. Write Id for the identity permutation such that Id(a) = a
always. Write π ◦ π′ for functional composition and write π-1 for inverse. This
makes permutations into a group — write P for the set of all permutations.

Then nominal terms t, u, v are inductively defined by:

t ::= a | π ·X | [a]t | f(t1, . . . , tn)

We call [a]t an abstractor ; it uniformly represents the ‘x.t’ or x.φ’ part of ex-
pressions such as ‘λx.t’ or ‘∀x.φ’.

We call π ·X a moderated unknown. We write Id·X just as X, for brevity.
In π ·X, X will get substituted for a term and then π will permute the atoms
in that term; see Sect. 3. This notion is grounded in semantics [8] and permits
a succinct treatment of α-renaming atoms (see CORE below and [9]).

A signature Σ is some set of term-formers with their arities. For example:



– {lam : 1, app : 2} is a signature for the λ-calculus; we indicate arities with a
colon as a convenient shorthand. When we define axioms for the λ-calculus,
we shall extend this signature with a term-former for representing capture-
avoiding substitution.
We generally sugar lam([a]t) to λ[a]t and app(t, u) to tu.

– {⊃: 2,∀ : 1,≈: 2,⊥ : 0} is a signature for first-order logic with equality (the
symbol for equality inside the logic is ≈).
We sugar ⊃(φ, ψ) to φ ⊃ ψ, ∀([a]φ) to ∀[a]φ and ≈(t, u) to t ≈ u.

Write t ≡ u for syntactic identity of terms. There is no quotient by ab-
straction so for example [a]a 6≡ [b]b. Write a ∈ t for ‘a occurs in (the syntax
of) t’, Occurrence is literal, e.g. a ∈ [a]a and a ∈ π ·X when π(a) 6= a. Similarly
write a 6∈ t for ‘a does not occur in the syntax of t’.

A freshness (assertion) is a pair a#t of an atom a and a term t. An
equality (assertion) is a pair t = u where t and u are terms. Call a freshness
of the form a#X (so t ≡ X) primitive. Write ∆ for a finite set of primitive
freshnesses and call it a freshness context. We drop set brackets in freshness
contexts, e.g. writing a#X, b#Y for {a#X, b#Y }.

Nominal algebra has two judgement forms, a pair ∆ ` a#t of a freshness
context and a freshness assertion, and a pair ∆ ` t = u of a freshness context
and an equality assertion. We generally write ∆ ` A for an arbitrary judgement
form, i.e. A is an equality or freshness. We may write ∅ ` A as ` A.

A theory T = (Σ,Ax ) is a pair of a signature Σ and a possibly infinite set
of equality judgement forms Ax in that signature; we call them the axioms.

Here are some nominal algebra theories:

– LAM has signature {lam : 1, app : 2, sub : 2} and two axioms

(β) ` (λ[a]Y )X = Y [a 7→ X]
(η) a#X ` λ[a](Xa) = X

where we sugar sub([a]t, u) to t[a 7→ u]. LAM on its own is not terribly useful
because we need to give sub the correct behaviour:

– SUB has axioms

(var 7→) ` a[a 7→ X] = X
(#7→) a#Y ` Y [a 7→ X] = Y
(f 7→) ` f(Y1, . . . , Yn)[a 7→ X] = f(Y1[a 7→ X], . . . , Yn[a 7→ X])
(abs7→) b#X ` ([b]Y )[a 7→ X] = [b](Y [a 7→ X])
(ren 7→) b#Y ` Y [a 7→ b] = (b a) · Y

Axiom (f 7→) represents three axioms, one for each of f ∈ {lam, app, sub}. A
theory of substitution for a different signature would have a suitable axiom
for each term-former f. Note the heavy use of freshness side-conditions to
manage the relationship between atoms and unknowns.
But there is one more axiom. We would like λ[a]a to be equal to λ[b]b. In
other words we want α-equivalence:



– CORE has just one axiom

(perm) a#X, b#X ` (b a) ·X = X

Lemma 3.2 below shows that this axiom with the derivation rules of nomi-
nal algebra give the native notion of α-equivalence on nominal terms from
previous work [9].

See [10] for an axiomatisation of first-order logic. Similar development for other
systems with binding, such as System F [11] and the π-calculus [12], should also
be possible.

3 A Derivation System

Now we need a notion of derivation which represents freshness assumptions on
meta-variables, and permits axioms involving abstraction and conditioned on
freshness assumptions, just like we do in informal reasoning.

We define a permutation action π · t by:

π · a ≡ π(a) π · (π′·X) ≡ (π ◦ π′) ·X π · [a]t ≡ [π(a)](π · t)
π · f(t1, . . . , tn) ≡ f(π · t1, . . . , π · tn)

A substitution σ is a finitely supported function from unknowns to terms.
Here, finite support means: for some finite set of unknowns σ(X) 6≡ X, and for
all other unknowns σ(X) ≡ X. Write [t1/X1, . . . , tn/Xn] for the substitution σ
such that σ(Xi) ≡ ti and σ(Y ) ≡ Y , for all Y 6≡ Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

We can define a substitution action tσ on terms by:

aσ ≡ a (π ·X)σ ≡ π · σ(X) ([a]t)σ ≡ [a](tσ)

f(t1, . . . , tn)σ ≡ f(t1σ, . . . , tnσ)

Substitution for an unknown does not avoid capture with abstraction, for ex-
ample ([a]X)[a/X] ≡ [a]a. This is designed to mirror informal practice, where
instantiation of meta-variables does not avoid capture with binding.

Extend notation for permutation and substitution action to freshness con-
texts ∆ pointwise to the terms it contains. It reduces parentheses to give sub-
stitution a higher priority than permutation and abstraction, so we do. The
following commutation is easy to prove [9, 6]:

Lemma 3.1. π · tσ ≡ (π · t)σ.

Define derivability on freshnesses (in some signature Σ) by the rules in
Fig. 1. Here f ranges over the term-formers of Σ, and in accordance with our
permutative convention a and b range over distinct atoms. Write ∆ ` a#t when
a#t may be derived from ∆.

Define derivability on equalities (between terms in the signature of T) by
the rules in Fig. 2. Here (fr) is subject to a condition that a 6∈ t, u,∆ and the



square brackets denote discharge of assumptions in natural deduction style [13].
Write ∆ `

T
t = u when we may derive t = u from ∆, using the signature from

theory T and admitting only the axioms it contains. We write ∆ `
T
A as a

convenient shorthand for ∆ `
T
t = u when A is t = u and ∆ ` a#t when A is

a#t (subscript T disappears in the freshness case).

(#ab)
a#b

π-1(a)#X
(#X)

a#π ·X
(#[]a)

a#[a]t

a#t
(#[]b)

a#[b]t

a#t1 · · · a#tn
(#f)

a#f(t1, . . . , tn)

Fig. 1. Derivation rules for freshness

(refl)
t = t

t = u
(symm)

u = t

t = u u = v
(tran)

t = v

π ·∆σ
(ax∆`t=u)

π · tσ = π · uσ

t = u
(cong[])

[a]t = [a]u

t = u
(congf)

f(. . . , t, . . .) = f(. . . , u, . . .)

[a#X1, . . . , a#Xn] ∆
···

t = u
(fr)

t = u

Fig. 2. Derivation rules for equality

(ax∆`t=u) allows us to permutatively rename atoms and to instantiate un-
knowns. This gives the effect that atoms in axioms can be understood to range
over any (distinct) atoms, and unknowns can be understood to range over any
terms. So these derivations

(axβ)
(λ[b]a)b = a[b 7→ b]

(axβ)
(λ[b]b)a = b[b 7→ a]

are valid in theory LAM. The right derivation also shows that substitution of
terms for unknowns does not avoid capture, reflecting informal practice.

The use of the (ax∆`t=u) rule introduces new proof obligations on the fresh-
ness side-conditions in ∆, as the following derivations show:

(#ab)
a#b

(axη)
λ[a](ba) = b

a#a
(axη)

λ[a](aa) = a

The left derivation is valid but the right one is not, because a#a is not derivable.

Note that we cannot conclude ([c]Y )[c 7→ X] = [c](Y [c 7→ X]) by an appli-
cation of (ax# 7→) (even if c#X is derivable), since permutations are bijective:
there is no π such that both π(a) = c and π(b) = c.



We conclude these examples with two derivations in theory CORE:

(#ab)
a#b

(#[]b)
a#[b]b

(#[]a)
b#[b]b

(axperm)
[a]a = [b]b

a#X
(#[]b)

a#[b]X
(#[]a)

b#[b]X
(axperm)

[a](b a) ·X = [b]X

So `
CORE

[a]a = [b]b and a#X `
CORE

[a](b a) ·X = [b]X. To see that the instances
of (perm) are valid, we note that [a]a ≡ (b a) · [b]b and [a](b a) ·X ≡ (b a) · [b]X.

CORE is a novel and pleasingly succinct way to algebraically express the
syntax-directed equality given to nominal terms [9]:

Lemma 3.2. ∆ `
CORE

t = u if and only if ∆ ` t = u holds in the sense of [9, 6].

Proof. By induction on derivations of ∆ `
CORE

and ∆ ` t = u. ut

We will always assume that theories contain the axiom (perm) from theory
CORE.1

The rule (fr) introduces a fresh atom into the derivation. To illustrate the
extra power this gives, we show that X[a 7→ a] = X is derivable in SUB:

(#[]a)
a#[a]X

[b#X]1
(#[]b)

b#[a]X
(perm)

[b](b a) ·X = [a]X
(symm)

[a]X = [b](b a) ·X
(congf)

X[a 7→ a] = ((b a) ·X)[b 7→ a]

[b#X]1
(#X)

a#(b a) ·X
(axren7→)

((b a) ·X)[b 7→ a] = X
(tran)

X[a 7→ a] = X
(fr)1

X[a 7→ a] = X

In the above derivation, the superscript number one 1 is an annotation asso-
ciating the instance of the rule (fr) with the assumption it discharges in the
derivation. Furthermore, the instance of axiom (ren7→) is valid since we have
used the fact that X ≡ (a b) · (b a) ·X in the right-hand side of the equation.

We cannot derive X[a 7→ a] = X without (fr); intuitively this is because to
α-rename a so that we can use (ren7→), we need an atom fresh for X. The tools
to make this argument formal are elsewhere [14].

Note that (fr) mirrors the generation of a fresh name in rules such as the ∀
right-introduction rule ‘from Γ ` φ derive Γ ` ∀x.φ provided x is not free in Γ ’.

We conclude this section with some proof-theoretical results. We can permute
atoms in freshnesses and equations without changing the freshness contexts:

Theorem 3.3. For any permutation π′, if ∆ `
T
A then ∆ `

T
π′ ·A.

1 Equivalently we could add (axperm) as a derivation rule
a#t b#t

(a b) · t = t
.



Proof. By induction on derivations. For (#X) we note that permutations are
bijective and π′(a)#π′ ◦ π ·X if and only if π-1(a)#X. For (fr) we might have
to rename the freshly chosen atom a if π′(a) 6= a.2 ut

We can substitute terms for unknowns provided those terms violate no fresh-
ness assumptions made on the unknowns:

Theorem 3.4. If ∆ `
T
A then ∆′ `

T
Aσ for all ∆′ such that ∆′ `

T
∆σ.

Proof. Natural deduction derivations are such that the conclusion of one deriva-
tion may be ‘plugged in’ to an assumption in another derivation. For (#X) we
use Theorem 3.3. For (fr) we might have to rename the freshly chosen atom a if
it is mentioned by σ (see footnote 2). ut

4 Semantics

A model of a nominal algebra theory T is a nominal set which interprets the
term-formers so as to make the axioms valid. We use nominal sets [8] because
they permit a direct semantic interpretation of freshness judgements a#x and
permutations π · x, an interpretation which is not conveniently definable on
‘ordinary’ sets.

A nominal set is a pair (X, ·) of a(n ordinary) set X with a group action by P
such that each x ∈ X has finite support.3 This means that there is some finite
set of atoms {a1, . . . , an} such that for any π if π(ai) = ai for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
then π · x = x. It is a fact ([8, Proposition 3.4]) that a unique least such set of
atoms exists, we call it the support of x. We write a#x when a is not in the
support of x, and call a fresh for x. For example:

– The set A = {a, b, c, . . .} of atoms with action π · a = π(a) is a nominal set;
the support of a ∈ A is {a}, so b#a but not a#a.

– The powerset P(A) = {U | U ⊆ A} of A with action π · U = {π · u | u ∈ U},
is not a nominal set; {a1, a3, a5, . . .} ∈ P(A) does not have finite support,
since for no finite set of atoms is it the case that all permutations fixing that
set map {a1, a3, a5, . . .} to itself. Note that the support of A ∈ P(A) is ∅, so
a#A for any a.

– If X and Y are nominal sets write X× Y for {(x, y) | x ∈ X, y ∈ Y} with
action π · (x, y) = (π · x, π · y). This is also a nominal set; the support of
(x, y) ∈ X× Y is the union of the supports of x and y.

It is useful to write Xn for

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
X× · · · × X, so we do.

2 It is easy to prove that the resulting ‘name-clash-avoiding’ derivation is a deriva-
tion, and we can use induction on depth of derivations to preserve the inductive
hypothesis. However, we have used the principle of meta-level Fraenkel-Mostowksi
equivariance [8], which lets us rename atoms permutatively without losing structural
inductive properties, so our structural induction is actually perfectly valid.

3 · is a function P× X→ X such that Id · x = x and π · (π′ · x) = (π ◦ π′) · x.



We assume these permutation actions on these sets henceforth.

Lemma 4.1. For any nominal set X and element x ∈ X, if a#x and b#x then
(a b) · x = x.

Proof. Since a, b 6∈ supp(x), (a b)(c) = c for every c ∈ supp(x). ut

Functions f ∈ X→ Y (on the underlying sets) have a natural conjugation
permutation action given by (π · f)(x) = π · (f(π-1 · x)). Call f equivariant if
π · (f(x)) = f(π · x) always.

Lemma 4.2. For any nominal sets X,Y, equivariant function f ∈ X → Y and
x ∈ X, if a#x then a#f(x).

Proof. By an elementary calculation using the fact that π · (f(x)) = f(π · x). ut

We can now give a semantics to nominal algebra theories. An interpretation
J K of a signature is a nominal set T with equivariant functions

– J KT ∈ A→ T to interpret atoms;
– [ ] ∈ A× T→ T such that a#[a]x always, to interpret abstraction;
– JfK ∈ Tn → T for each term-former f : n, to interpret term-formers.

A valuation ς maps unknowns X to elements ς(X) ∈ T. The pair of an inter-
pretation and a valuation extend easily to terms JtKς :

JaKς = JaKT Jπ·XKς = π·ς(X) J[a]tKς = [a]JtKς
Jf(t1, . . . , tn)Kς = JfK(Jt1Kς , . . . , JtnKς)

This extends to a notion of validity for our judgement forms:

Ja#tKς (is valid) when a#JtKς Jt = uKς when JtKς = JuKς
J∆Kς when a#ς(X) for each a#X ∈ ∆ J∆ ` AKς when J∆Kς implies JAKς

J∆ ` AK when J∆ ` AKς for all valuations ς

A model of a theory T is an interpretation J K such that J∆ ` t = uK for all
axioms ∆ ` t = u of T — we say the model validates the axioms.

Write ∆ |=
T
A when J∆ ` AK for all models J K of T.

5 Soundness and Completeness

Derivability of freshness and equality is sound for the semantics presented in the
previous section.

Theorem 5.1 (Soundness). If ∆ `
T
A then ∆ |=

T
A.

Proof. Let J K be a model of T. We must show that if A is derived from ∆ then
J∆Kς implies JAKς for any valuation ς. We work by induction on derivation rules.



– (#ab). By definition, Ja#bKς when a#JbKT. By Lemma 4.2 this follows
from a#b, which is a standard property of (semantic) freshness.

– (#X). By properties of the group of permutations, a#π · x when π-1(a)#x.
– (#[]a). a#[a]x for any x ∈ T by construction.
– (#[]b). By Lemma 4.2, a#x implies a#[b]x.
– (#f). Take any f : n. If a#JtiKς for 1 ≤ i ≤ n then a#JfK(Jt1Kς , . . . , JtnKς)

follows using Lemma 4.2.
– (refl), (symm), (tran), (cong[]), (congf). By properties of equality.
– (ax∆′`t=u). This follows from the definition of what it is to be a model,

and the fact that Jπ · tσKς = π · JtKς′ where ς ′(X) = Jσ(X)Kς .
– (fr). Suppose there is a derivation of t = u from ∆, a#X1, . . . , a#Xn, and

suppose that a 6∈ t, u,∆. If a is amongst the atoms in the support of ς(Xi)
for any Xi, rename a in the derivation to avoid this. By inductive hypothesis
JtKς = JuKς follows from J∆, a#X1, . . . , a#XnKς . So JtKς = JuKς as required.

ut

In order to show completeness of derivability of equality, we need some tech-
nical machinery. Given a theory T we construct a term model J KT of T as
follows:

– For each n > 0 introduce a term-former dn : n.
– Take as T the set of closed terms of sort T (terms without unknowns) in the

enriched signature, quotiented by provable equality, with the permutation
action given pointwise.

– Take JaKT = {t | `
T
t = a, t closed}, [a]x = {t | `

T
t = [a]u, t closed, u ∈ x},

and for each term-former f : n take as JfKT the function defined by

JfKT (x1, . . . , xn) = {t | `
T
t = f(t1, . . . , tn), t closed, ti ∈ xi}.

We have to enrich the signature with the dn to ensure the term model has
enough elements; term-formers must be interpreted by equivariant functions so
the usual method of adding constants c (0-ary term-formers) would add only
elements such that `

T
π · c = c always, and this does not suffice. This idea goes

back to [15].
It is possible to prove by some elementary calculations that the definition

above is well-defined and an interpretation; that is, that T is a nominal set, that
J KT, [ ] , and all JfKT are equivariant, and that a#J[a]tKT always.

Lemma 5.2. If a#JtKTς then there is some t′ ∈ JtKTς such that `
T
a#t′.

Proof. Take b fresh (so b does not occur in t or ς). Then b#JtKTς . Since also
a#JtKTς we obtain (b a) ·JtKTς = JtKTς by Lemma 4.1. But then also `

T
(b a) ·t = t,

by construction. Take t′ ≡ (b a) · t. ut

To show why Lemma 5.2 is not trivial, consider a theory IOTA with one axiom
` a = b. It is easy to verify that a#JaKTς (since JaKTς = A) but a#a is not deriv-
able. Of course a = b and a#b are derivable. Similarly in LAM it is a fact that
a#J(λ[a]b)aKTς but a#(λ[a]b)a is not derivable; of course (λ[a]b)a = b and a#b
are derivable.



Theorem 5.3. The term model J KT of T is a model.

Proof. We show that if ∆ ` t = u is an axiom of T then J∆ ` t = uKTς is valid
for any ς. By definition, we must show that if a#ς(X) for each a#X ∈ ∆, then
JtKTς = JuKTς . Use Lemma 5.2 to choose a term t′ ∈ ς(X) such that ` a#t′ for
each a#X ∈ ∆. By (ax∆`t=u), taking π = Id and σ(X) ≡ t′ for each a#X ∈ ∆
we obtain `

T
tσ = uσ, since ` a#σ(X). Then JtσKTς = JuσKTς by Theorem 5.1.

By construction JtKTς = JtσKTς and JuKTς = JuσKTς , so JtKTς = JuKTς as required.
ut

A certain amount of technical subtlety is hidden in Theorem 5.4 and in
particular in its use of the extra term-formers d:

Theorem 5.4 (Completeness). If ∆ |=
T
t = u then ∆ `

T
t = u.

Proof. By assumption J∆ ` t = uKς is valid for any model J K of T and any
valuation ς. Let J K be J KT , the term model of T. In order to choose a suitable
ς, we introduce the following:

– Let S be the set of atoms mentioned anywhere in ∆, t, and u.
– Let X1, . . . , Xn be the set of unknowns mentioned anywhere in ∆, t, or u,

(not just in ∆!) in some arbitrary order.
– For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n let Si be the set of all atoms a ∈ S such that a#Xi 6∈ ∆.
– For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n let σ(Xi) ≡ di(a1, . . . , ani) where Si = {a1, . . . , ani}.

Here we extend the signature with distinct term-formers di. Let ς map Xi to
Jσ(Xi)KTς , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By construction J∆KTς , so by assumption JtKTς = JuKTς ,
and by definition this means that tσ = uσ is derivable. This derivation can be
transformed rule by rule into a derivation of ∆ `

T
t = u, since the only fresh-

nesses and equalities we can assert of the di are those we can also assert of the
Xi. The only complication is when perhaps for some fresh b we use a freshness
derivation to derive b#vσ for some fresh b; then we modify the derivation to use
(fr) instead. ut

5.1 The Status of Freshness Derivations

Completeness holds for equalities — but not for freshnesses. That is, ∆ |=
T
b#t

does not imply ∆ ` b#t necessarily; for counterexamples see the discussion in-
volving theories IOTA and LAM just after Lemma 5.2.

To understand why this is desirable we must draw a distinction between the
intension and the extension of a term.

‘` a#(λ[a]b)a’ has the status of ‘x is fresh for (λx.y)x’; both are false. Yet
(λx.y)x is β-convertible to y and x is fresh for y. A freshness judgement ∆ ` a#t
is a(n intensional) judgement on concrete syntax; call this syntactic freshness.4

All the capture-avoidance side-conditions we know of are in accordance with the
slogan ‘ε away from informal practice’, this is what ∆ ` a#t models.

4 The reader familiar with a theorem-prover such as Isabelle [16] might like to imagine
that # maps to Prop and = maps to o.



Nominal sets is unusual amongst semantics in that it has a(n extensional)
semantic notion of freshness a#x. In fact, semantic freshness is hiding in nominal
algebra — but in a slightly unexpected place; in the theory of equality.

Theorem 5.5. Suppose {X1, . . . , Xn} and {a1, . . . , am} are the unknowns and
atoms mentioned in ∆ and t. Suppose that b is fresh (so b 6∈ {a1, . . . , am}).

∆ |=
T
a#t if and only if ∆, b#X1, . . . , b#Xn `T

(b a) · t = t.

Proof. Choose a model and any ς such that b#ς(X1), . . . , b#ς(Xn); it follows
by an induction on syntax that b#JtKς . It is a fact that a#JtKς if and only if
(b a) · JtKς = JtKς (see [8] for details). Also, since term-formers are interpreted by
equivariant functions, we rewrite (b a) · JtKς as J(b a) · tKς .

Now suppose ∆ |=
T
a#t. By definition a#JtKς for any J-K and ς such that

J∆Kς . By the arguments above J(b a) · tKς = JtKς if b#ς(X1), . . . , b#ς(Xn). By
Theorem 5.4 it follows that ∆, b#X1, . . . , b#Xn `T

(b a) · t = t. The reverse im-
plication is similar. ut

Recall the examples we used just after Lemma 5.2. Theorem 5.5 tells us that
|=

IOTA
a#a if and only if `

IOTA
b = a (which follows by the axiom ` a = b), and

that |=
LAM

a#(λ[a]b)a if and only if `
LAM

(λ[a]b)a = (λ[c]b)c (which follows since
both sides are derivably equal to b).

So the semantic freshness ∆ |=
T
a#t can be expressed as an equality axiom.

Any undecidability or algorithmic complexity is isolated in the equality judge-
ment form.

6 Related Work

Nominal algebra is derived from Fraenkel-Mostowski set theory. This provided
a semantics for names and gave an unexpected set-theoretic semantics for parse
trees (abstract syntax trees) with α-equivalence [8]. Existing technology included
De Bruijn indexes [17], higher-order abstract syntax [18], the theory of con-
texts [19], TWELF [20], and other approaches. In this crowded arena approaches
based on Fraenkel-Mostowski sets were catchily labelled ‘nominal’ by Pitts. The
derivation rules expressed in this paper by the theory CORE are from this se-
mantics. The name ‘nominal algebra’ acknowledges this debt.

Nominal unification considers the computational aspects of unifying trees-
with-binding [9]. Nominal logic describes inductive programming and reasoning
principles for trees-with-binding [21]. FreshML is a programming language... for
trees-with-binding [22] in ML [23] style.

Aside from applications to trees-with-binding, ideas from nominal techniques
have been used in logic [24] (this was still reasoning on trees, since the logic had
a fixed syntactic model) and recently in semantics [25].

Nominal rewriting considers equalities between terms not directly to do with
an underlying model of trees [6]. α-prolog [26] takes a similar tack but in logic
programming. Still, the emphasis is squarely on the computational benefits com-
pared to those of other approaches.



Nominal algebra champions nominal techniques as a logical framework to
represent and reason about semantic structures — i.e. functions, sets, and other
mathematical structures. That is new, and this paper sets it on a sound seman-
tic/logical basis.

The full case for nominal algebra as a framework for applications in which
higher-order logic can be used [27] remains to be made. However we can make
some remarks:

Unification of nominal terms is decidable whereas higher-order unification is
not [28]. (First-order) logic can be axiomatised [10] and the treatment of quan-
tification is very smooth. In particular it closely models the informal specification
of quantification; the ∀-intro rule in Isabelle is∧

x.[P =⇒ ∀x.P ]

(see [16]) and this is not like the usual rule used by logicians

‘from Γ ` P deduce Γ ` ∀x.P if x is fresh for Γ ’.

We believe (though we have not yet checked this in detail) that treatments of
substructural logics are possible in nominal algebra; they are not necessarily so in
higher-order logic because structural properties of the framework’s connectives
‘infect’ those of the logic being axiomatised.

Since the conception of nominal algebra, Pitts and Clouston have derived
nominal equational logic [29]. Nominal equational logic makes some slightly
different design decisions, notably it cannot express syntactic freshness (see
Sect. 5.1).

Higher-order algebra [4] uses typed λ-calculus up to αβ-equivalence and can
serve as a foundational framework. The simply-typed λ-calculus itself [16, Fig-
ures 6 and 7] can also be used. Other algebraic systems, such as Sun’s exten-
sional binding algebras [30, Definition 2.2.3] introduce dedicated systems based
on functional semantics.

A host of ‘cylindric’ algebraic techniques exist. These embrace meta-variables
and reject object-level variables, preferring to encode their expressive power
in the term-formers. Examples are lambda-abstraction algebras [31] for the λ-
calculus and cylindric algebras [32, 33] for first-order logic. Polyadic algebras
have a slightly more general treatment, for a brief but clear discussion of the de-
sign of these and related systems is in [34, Appendix C]. Combinators [1] reject
object-level variables altogether. Algebras over (untyped) combinators can then
express first-order predicate logic [35]. These systems are effective for their ap-
plications but there are things that nominal algebra allows us to say particularly
naturally, because of the way it isolates abstraction, has explicit meta-variables,
and permits freshness side-conditions on equalities.

7 Conclusions

Nominal terms embrace the difference between the object-level and the meta-
level; there are two classes of variables, atoms a and unknowns X. Substitution



for X does not avoid capture in abstraction by a. Freshness side-conditions of the
form a#X manage the interaction between the two levels and ‘recover’ capture-
avoidance where this is required.

Previous ‘nominal’ work has considered reasoning on datatypes of syntax up
to α-equivalence. In this paper we use nominal terms as a foundational syntax
for mathematics, and we have constructed a logic for them using a suitable
theory of equality. The two-level variable structure permits the framework to
get exceptionally close to informal practice; see the end of the Introduction for
examples.

Nominal algebra could be suitable to specify and reason algebraically on
languages with binding; we have in mind particularly process calculi such as
those derived from the π-calculus, which often feature quite complex binding
side-conditions and for which algebraic reasoning principles are frequently de-
veloped [36, 37, 38].

It is possible to extend nominal algebra with abstractions of the form [t]u,
and freshness judgements of the form t#u. Other extensions are possible and
case studies will tell which of them are most important.

We see nominal algebra as the first of a family of two-level logics as yet to
be created. We intend to begin by creating a first-order logic with two levels of
variable. For example we would like to be able to write an expression like

∀[X]∀[a]
(
a#X ⊃ (X ⇔ ∀[a]X)

)
.

We made a start in that direction by designing one-and-a-halfth order logic [10].
However that system does not allow quantification of unknowns, and we are now
working on lifting that restriction.

In our semantics object-level variables are first-class entities in the deno-
tation; a represents an object-level variable symbol in the syntax and in the
semantics of nominal algebra. Yet we may impose equalities, such as theory SUB
from Sect. 2. If we can substitute for a then it has the flavour of a variable ‘rang-
ing over’ denotational elements; so SUB is a theory of ‘variables in denotation’.
Nominal algebra is the beginning of an intriguing investigation into what this
enrichment of the denotation does to the theory of validity and proof.

We are also interested in developing logics with hierarchies of variables. Since
nominal algebra offers two levels of variable, why not extend this to allow an infi-
nite hierarchy of variables, by analogy with type hierarchies in the λ-calculus [1],
or stratification in set theory [39]? The first author has considered this extension
of nominal terms in other publications [40, 41] but introducing such a hierarchy
in a logical context poses unique challenges, and in particular, we have not yet
obtained a satisfactory notion of model. This too is current research.
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